
Repair/Rebuild

Standard Product

COSTCOST

COSTCOST

COSTCOST

COSTCOST

COSTCOST

Typically the lowest cost*
*Depends on the existing condition of your unit.

• Low Cost
• Shortest Lead Time
• New Dimensions (Not a drop-in replacement)

• Ratio Variation
• New Warranty
• Max Inventoried Product

Retro-Fit Product
• Low-Mid Range Cost
• Competitive Lead Time
• Same Footprint to LSS
• Ratio Variation

• New Warranty
• Mostly Inventoried Product
• Accessorized Standard Product

Custom Paramax/
Conquest Program

• Mid Range Cost
• Competitive Lead Time
• Same Critical Dimensions
• Very Small Ratio Variation

• New Warranty
• Some Inventoried Product
• Maximized Standard Parts

Custom/Reverse
Engineered

• 100% All Custom Parts
• Cost Equiv. To Our Risk
• Longest Lead Time
• Exact Dimensional Product

• New Warranty
• Exact Ratio/Tooth Counts
• No Inventoried Product

us.SumitomoDrive.com

One inbox for all inquiries SMA.GBTechnical@SHI-G.com

Knowledge is 

POWER
We continue to o�er market-leading products and delivery times on 

standard, upgraded, and highly accessorized drive packages.
 

Use our Con�gurator to explore all your industrial gearbox options, or reach out to your 
local Sumitomo Drive Technologies’ Representative at us.sumitomodrive.com 

Understanding your options



us.SumitomoDrive.com

One inbox for all inquiries SMA.GBTechnical@SHI-G.com

3 Facts About Our Large Industrial Products & Services

You can improve your in-stock inventories with Sumitomo 
Drive Technologies’ improved Paramax® Series Product line. 

 Sumitomo Drive Technologies o�ers a wide range of 
solutions to put reliability back into your operations!

The vertical Hansen P4's powerful design and high-load carrying 
capabilities make it the industry choice for mixer applications. 
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We have added the Paramax® Uniminer to our already robust Paramax® 
Series Product line. The Paramax® Uniminer incorporates the line's 
well-known reliable features and a �ippable universal housing--with 
inspection covers on top and bottom. If you require a motor adapter or 
lantern, then don't worry! Our rigid output coupling allows for an easy 
installation with no necessary alignment, reducing inventories cost. 

The Hansen P4 mixer standardizes many features that other suppliers usually 
consider upgrades--which cost more. Its standard design includes a rugged, 

dedicated vertical housing with a horizontal split housing. The low-speed shaft 
bearings are wider than equivalent torque-rated gearboxes, allowing for high 

mixer loads without degrading the low-speed bearing's life. Increasing bearing 
sizes and designs further enhance the bearing life. Integral drywell 

construction--designed into the housing--provides a long-life, leak-free solution 
for your most heavy-duty mixing applications.

Installing any of our standard Sumitomo Drive Technologies or Hansen 
products with a custom transition base is the key to restoring your 
operation quickly and making it more e�cient. We o�er excellent 
cost-e�ective drop-in solutions with minimal installation e�ort.  
Suppose exact ratio, shaft dimensions, and absolute drop-in are a 
must-have for your operation. In that case, our design and manufacturing 
process delivers a cost-saving custom drop-in solution at surprisingly fast 
delivery schedules. 

Did You
KNOW?


